High-Sensitivity and High-Resolution SPECT/CT Systems Provide Substantial Dose Reduction Without Compromising Quantitative Precision for Assessment of Myocardial Perfusion and Function.
There is increasing concern about radiation exposure from myocardial perfusion SPECT (MPS). γ-cameras with solid-state cadmium-zinc-telluride (CZT) detectors have better count sensitivity and spatial resolution than conventional sodium iodine detectors, allowing for significant reductions in radiotracer dose or acquisition time. This study aimed to demonstrate the capability of a hybrid CZT SPECT/64-slice CT system for dose reduction and to determine the maximal reduction possible without compromising image quality or the quantification precision of clinical MPS. The imaging data of patients with normal myocardial perfusion and 30 patients with mid-sized to large perfusion defects who had undergone stress (99m)Tc-tetrofosmin MPS were postprocessed. Low-dose (361 ± 60 MBq) and high-dose (725 ± 142 MBq) (99m)Tc-tetrofosmin scans were included, with 6-min and 4-min scanning times, respectively. List-mode SPECT data were reconstructed with CT-based attenuation correction and with full as well as 50% and 75% reductions in acquisition time to simulate the corresponding relative dose reductions. The reconstructed SPECT images were analyzed to calculate global MPS defect size and regional defect size for 3 coronary artery territories-left anterior descending, left circumflex, and right-as well as left ventricular (LV) volume and ejection fraction. For patients with normal MPS results, there were no differences in defect size, LV volume, or ejection fraction, regardless of whether 50% or 75% reduction was used. For patients with abnormal MPS results, at a 50% reduction there was a significant difference in global defect size but not in regional defect size in the left anterior descending, left circumflex, and right coronary artery territories, whereas at a 75% reduction the difference was statistically significant in all territories, including the difference in global defect size. Nonetheless, differences in the defect size were minimal. The LV end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes and LV ejection fraction were not significantly different, regardless of whether 50% or 75% dose reduction was used. Ultra-low-dose (<190 MBq) MPS even with short imaging times (<6 min) is feasible using a hybrid CZT SPECT/CT camera without compromising image quality or significantly altering quantification of myocardial perfusion or LV function. We demonstrated that an additional 50% reduction in the current low-dose recommendations from the American Society of Nuclear Cardiology guidelines for (99m)Tc-labeled MPS is highly feasible while retaining short imaging protocols.